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Dialect and Extra Choruses

4. Hebrew
I scream, you scream; we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH
We're not caring if it smells from herring, SHA SHA SHA
It's malicious - in big dishes
We like it covered with gefilte fishes
Iceberg, Lindberg, and Goldberg and Ginsberg, Ice Cream COHN!

5. Italian
I-a scream, you-a scream, we all-a scream for Ice Cream, AH AH AH
Give me please a da cow what's a freeze - a LA LA LA
Boola Boola - Raa-vi - OO-1a
I say "Good-bye, Spagett! Pas-ta-fa - ZOO-1a!"
I-a scream, you-a scream, we all-a scream for Ice Cream, AH AH AH

6. English
I scream; you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH
I say, Herbert - bring me a sherbert AH AH AH
I get RAH-sho, from Pia-TAH-sho
Because it always sticks - in my mua-TAH-sho
I scream; you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH

7. Flopper
I scream, face cream, we all scream for cold cream, RAH RAH RAH
Louder, louder, we all scream for powder, PUFF PUFF PUFF
Makes us stronger - yes, much stronger
And we're not wearing short-skirts any longer
I scream, face cream, we all scream for cold cream, RAH RAH RAH

8. Shiver
I-I scream, you-oo scream, we all scream for Ice Cream - B-r-r-r, B-r-r-r, B-r-r-r
We-ee grow colder as we-ee grow older, B-r-r-r, B-r-r-r, B-r-r-r
Rains may patter - what's it matter
But if it's ten below - our teeth won't chatter (Spoken) NOT MUCH
I-I scream, you-oo scream, we all scream for Ice Cream - B-r-r-r, B-r-r-r, B-r-r-r

9. Rube
I scream, yew scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAW RAW RAW
Gosh all Harry, it's right from the dairy, HAW HAW HAW
I'm a slicker - love my licker
But just one ice cream cone (WHEE!) - and let 'er FLICKER
I scream, yew scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAW RAW RAW

10. I scream; you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH
Football, snowball, a high-ball, a low-ball, SISSBOOM BAH
Coca Cola - pianola
You ought to buy this song - for your Victrola
I scream; you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH

11. I scream; you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH
We are prostrate - from strawberry phosphate, SISS BOOM BAH
Oh! Pagoda - lemon soda
We love to drink it down - to taste the odor
I scream, you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH

12. I scream; you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH
How we love it, with whipped cream above it, SISS BOOM BAH
It's a "wow" boys, yes, and "how", boys
Let's yell and make believe - we're drug-store cow-boys
I scream, you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH

13. For singing Folks, meet Horace - he gargles Lavoris - SISS BOOM BAH
bands
This is Johnny - this is Tommy
They like their malted milks - full of Bon-OM-i
I scream, you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream, RAH RAH RAH
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In the land of ice and snows
Up among the Es-ki-mos
Col-le-ges may come and go
But the world will nev-er know

There's a col-le-ges known as Oo-gie-wa-wa
An-y oth-er place like Oo-gie-wa-wa
You should hear those
Har-vard, Prince-ton,

col-le-ges boys
Brown and Yale
Gee! they make an awful noise
When they sing an Es-ki-mo tra-
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They've got a leader, big cheerleader, oh what a guy

Oh, those Eskimos looked mighty tough when they took the field

And they've got a leader, those Eskimos.

When he says "Come on, let's go"

Then mid gory and flying fur

It's forty-five below

This is what those Eskimos all believe

Just to show how tough they were

All those Eskimos began to bellow.

CHORUS Brightly

I scream, you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream RAH!

2 I scream, you scream, we all scream for Ice Cream RAH!

3 (Greek) Alpha, Beta, A frozen tomato Yes!

Ice Cream 3
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Tuesday Mon days We all scream for Sun daes SISS! BOOM!
Frosted malt ed, Or peppered and salt ed SISS! BOOM!
Ham and egg a For Lambda Omega S. O.

BAH! Boo la Boo la Sassa ROO la If you've got Choco LET
RAH! Oh! Spumo ni Oh! To no ni And confiden tally

Well take Va NOO la I scream, you scream, We all scream for
Oh! Oh! Baloney I scream, you scream, We all scream for
No B. V. D. ses Ket chap, mus tard On fresh cher ry

Ice Cream RAH!
Ice Cream RAH!
cy - tard ICE CREAM RAH!
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